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Abstract
The physical properties of interfaces between organic semiconductors andmetal surfaces crucially
influence the performance of organic electronic devices. In order to enable the tailoring of suchmetal–
organic hybrid interfaces we study the adsorption of heteromolecular thinfilms containing the proto-
typicalmolecules copper-II-phthalocyanine (CuPc) and 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetra-carboxylic-dianhy-
dride (PTCDA) on theAg(111) surface. Here, we demonstrate how the lateral order can be tuned by
changing the relative coverage of both adsorbates on the surface. The layer growth has been studied in
real timewith low energy electronmicroscopy, and—for different stoichiometries—the geometric
properties of three heteromolecular submonolayer phases have been investigated using high resolu-
tion low energy electron diffraction and low temperature scanning tunnelingmicroscopy. Further-
more, we have used a theoretical approach based on van derWaals and electrostatic potentials in order
to reveal the influence of the intermolecular and themolecule–substrate interactions on the lateral
order of heteromolecular films.
1. Introduction
One crucial issue for the success of organicmaterials in electronic devices is the ability to specifically design the
interfaces between different active layers according to their functional purpose. In particular, the contact
betweenmetal and functional organicmolecules is of great importance for device performance. This is, on the
one hand, due to charge carriers, which have to cross this interface when they are injected into the active organic
film.On the other hand, thefirst organic layer, which is in direct contact with themetal substrate, acts as a
template for the subsequent growth during fabrication of the thin film and has great influence on its structural
properties. The latter are of particular importance for the performance of any organic-based device. In order to
control these properties, the complex interplay between intermolecular andmolecule–substrate interaction and
their consequences for the geometric and electronic structure atmetal–organic interfaces have to be understood.
For that reason, the adsorption of different prototypemolecules on(111)-oriented noblemetal surfaces has
been investigated over the last decades [1–9]. These particular surfaces are highly interesting since the
interaction between the adsorbedmolecules and the substrate is of similar importance as intermolecular
interactions. Consequently, thefine interplay of these two types of interactions plays a decisive role, and often
only subtle details determine the properties of thefilms. This leads to unexpected effects and complex structural
phase diagrams for thesemetal–organic interfaces [10–17]. One example is the chemical bonding between
metal-phthalocyanine (MePc)molecules and the Ag(111) substrate, which results in a (substratemediated)
repulsion between themolecules [10, 13, 18]. This effect leads not only to a 2D-gas like growth of themolecules
for submonolayer coverages, but—at rising coverage—also to a continuously shrinking unit cell for ordered
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(PTCDA) [19–21] or 1,4,5,8-naphthalene-tetra-carboxylic-dianhydride (NTCDA) [14, 22–24], which exhibit a
permanent electrostatic quadrupolemoment. The attractive interaction between themolecules, which in some
cases is enhanced by charge transfer from the surface, results in the formation of orderedmolecular islands even
for very low submonolayer coverages. Increasing the number ofmolecules on the surface enlarges the size of the
islandswithout changing their internal structure. However, although in principle themolecule-molecule
interaction is responsible for the formation of islands, the precise local arrangement of themolecules within
these islands is inmany cases driven by themolecule–substrate interaction. Especially in the case of chemical
bonding betweenmolecules and surface, an alignment ofmolecules along high-symmetry directions of the
substrate, for example, along rows of substrate atoms, is likely in order tomaximize the overlap between
electronic states of themolecule and of the substrate.
The fundamentalmechanisms that are responsible for the interface formation of homomolecular layers on
themetal surface are well understood, and details are often determined by intrinsic properties of the interface
components and can hence only bemodified by substituting either the surfacematerial or themolecular
adsorbate. This situation becomes evenmore complicatedwhen heteromolecularmonolayerfilms consisting of
two different types ofmolecules are considered due to an additional parameter, the ratio of coverages. But for the
same reason, these layers offer great potential for selectively tuning the shape and size of the adsorbate lattice on a
particular surface by changing the relative ratio of the adsorbates on the substrate [25, 26]. This would allowus
to tailormetal–organic interfaces and hence to control the subsequent film growth as well as the electron
injection barrier.
On theway towards realization of such tailor-made systems, the first studies on the lateral order in
heteromolecular adsorbatefilms have been reported recently [25–28]. They already demonstrated that the
lateral periodicity can indeed be influenced by the stoichiometry of the components and that the arrangement of
themolecules in the heteromolecular films ismainly determined by intermolecular interactions. In addition to
thesefindings, however, we recently revealed the importance of themolecule–substrate interaction for the
properties of heteromolecular-metal hybrid interfaces formed by coadsorption of copper-II-phthalocyanine
(CuPc) and PTCDAonAg(111) [29]. The differences in the charge affinity of themolecules lead to charge
transfer fromCuPc to PTCDAvia the Ag(111) substrate and has consequences for both the electronic and
geometric structure of the interface.While we focused on the electronic properties in [29], in particular on the
origin of the substrate-mediated charge transfer, we concentrate on the lateral structure formation and the
growthmodes of the lateralmonolayer films in the present paper. A combination of several experimental
techniques allows us to determine the structures of three ordered phases with different CuPc/PTCDA
stoichiometry in the (sub-)monolayer coverage regime.While low energy electronmicroscopy (LEEM) is used
to study the formation of the heteromolecular films in real time, we apply spot profile analysis low energy
electron diffraction (SPA-LEED) and low temperature scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (LT-STM) to determine
the lateral order of thesefilmswith highest precision. The structural parameters found in the experiments are
verified by pair-potential calculations, which reveal the influence of themolecule substrate and of the
intermolecular interactions on the structure formation in heteromolecular films.
2. Experimental details
2.1. Sample preparation
All experiments and sample preparations were carried out under ultra-high vacuum conditions with a base
pressure better than × −5 10 10 mbar. The surface of the Ag(111) single crystal was cleaned by repeated
cycles of Ar ion bombardment ± °( 55 incident angle of the ion beam, ×2 30 min, μ=I 4 Asample ) and
subsequent annealing with temperatures of 723K for ≈30 minutes. Evaluating the transfer width of the
specular reflection obtained with the SPA-LEED instrument revealed that such preparation delivers large
Ag(111) terraces (>600 Å).
The organic layers were prepared by organicmolecular beamdeposition (OMBD) using a dedicated
evaporator. Except for one of our real-time LEEM studies, the sample was kept at room temperature for the
preparation of the organic films. TheCuPc and PTCDAmolecules were deposited sequentially onto the Ag(111)
surface. In the SPA-LEED chamber, themolecular fluxwasmonitored during the growth process bymeasuring
molecular fragments with a quadrupolemass spectrometer ( =m 128 au for CuPc and =m 248 au for
PTCDA).We used constant deposition rates of ≈0.10 ML
min
. The coverage of bothmolecular species in the
heteromolecular filmswas determined separately for both individual deposition steps by the integratedQMS
signal, whichwas normalized to the one of the corresponding homomolecularmonolayer film. The latter is
defined as that organic overlayer with the highest (homo)molecular surface density completely covering the
silver surface. Therefore, allmolecular coveragesΘPTCDA andΘCuPc given in this paper represent the amount of
2
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CuPc and PTCDAmolecules present on the silver surface relative to homomolecular closed layers, and hence do
not refer to themolecular surface density of the different heteromolecular structures.
2.2. Low energy electronmicroscopy
The LEEMexperiments were performed using a commercial Elmitec AC-SPE-LEEM III. During the growth
processes, LEEM images were recorded continuously with an acquisition time of =t 0.2acqu s per video frame.
All data were recorded in brightfieldmode inwhichmainly the specular reflection contributes to the contrast of
the real space image.We used a start voltage of =U 2start Vand afield of view of μ5 m. During and after the
measurements, no indications for radiation damage have been detected.
2.3.High resolution low energy electron diffraction
TheLEEDdatawere obtained using a SPA-LEED instrument (Omicron). This device operates with very low
electronflux ( ≈I 5Drain nA)which allows a non-destructive investigation of organic samples. In order to achieve
the highest accuracy, we exclusively recorded the diffractionpattern in the k-space segment,which reveals the
smallest distortion of the reciprocal space pattern. These distortions are due to extreme trajectories of the
diffracted electrons in the inhomogeneousfield of the SPA-LEED instrument and are awell-known artifact of
SPA-LEED systems. In order to determine the structural lattice parameters, the recordeddiffraction patternswere
calibrated using the SPA-LEEDpattern of the PTCDAmonolayer structure (herringbone phase) onAg(111). The
epitaxialmatrix can be determinedwith an accuracy of ±0.04 for eachmatrix entry. This error is propagated to
the lattice parameters.
2.4. Scanning tunnelingmicroscopy
All STMexperiments were carried out at low temperature ( <T 10sample K) using a commercial Createc LT-STM.
STM images were recorded in constant currentmode. Since the unit cell dimensions were precisely known from
the SPA-LEEDmeasurements, we could correct all images for distortions.
3. Experimental results and discussion
A schematic overview of different CuPc-PTCDAheteromolecular phases on the Ag(111) surface is shown in
figure 1. Except for very lowmolecular coverages below0.2ML, long-range orderedmixed structures are
formed, which can be classified according to their stoichiometry. The total coverage for all thesemolecular
blends is less than or equal to one organic layer, and the total thicknesses is ≈3Å as revealed recently by the
normal incidence x-ray standingwave technique [29, 30]. ForCuPc coverages (ΘCuPc) smaller than0.40MLand
PTCDAcoverages (ΘPTCDA) larger than0.50ML, theMixed BrickWall (MBW) structure is observed1. This
structure is characterized by a commensurate registry with the silver surface and contains two PTCDAand one
Figure 1. Schematic overview of the three different heteromolecular phases observed for different coverages of CuPc and PTCDAon
Ag(111). The SPA-LEEDpatterns show typical diffraction signatures ( =E 27.2kin eV), the insets show either STM images (MBWand
M121, Å × Å70 70 ) or a structuralmodel (MZZ).
1
Note that thesemolecular coverages refer to the number ofmolecules deposited on the surface and do not represent the surface density of
themolecules in the individual structures.
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CuPcmolecule per unit cell. The surface density of PTCDA andCuPc in theMBW, aswell as in all other
heteromolecular structures onAg(111), is comparable to the one of the individualmolecular species in their
homomolecularmonolayer structure. Typically, theMBWstructure coexists with islands of the homomolecular
PTCDA/Ag(111)monolayer structure, which take up the excessive PTCDAmolecules.
When increasing theCuPc coverage up to0.75MLand using PTCDAcoverages below0.5ML, theMixed
One-to-One (M121) phase is formed. It is found in two structures, one is commensurate and the other shows a
point-on-line coincidence with the substrate, but both have an almost squared unit cell containing onemolecule
of each type. Finally for CuPc coverages larger than0.75MLandPTCDAcoverages below0.3ML, theMixed Zig-
Zag (MZZ) phase is visible. In this regime, different structures with large unit cells containing twoCuPc and one
PTCDAmolecules are found. Note that all organic blends do not undergo any lattice parameter changes upon
cooling to cryogenic temperatures, as proven by SPA-LEED. The relative number ofmolecules found in the
mixed structures approximately reflects the coverage ofmolecules deposited on the surface. This finding
indicates that the lateral order in heteromolecular structure can indeed be tuned by changing the relative
molecular coverage.
Before we report onmore structural details of these three heteromolecular phases, wefirst discuss the layer
formation of CuPc-PTCDAmixed films based on a real-time LEEMstudy in the following section. In addition,
we report pair potential calculations in order to achieve a better understanding of the intermolecular interaction
betweenCuPc and PTCDA and to reveal the influence of this interaction—in relation tomolecule–substrate
interaction—on the lateral order of heteromolecular CuPc-PTCDAfilms.
3.1. Investigation of the growth
All three thermodynamically stable heteromolecular structures can be prepared either by deposition of PTCDA
onto a submonolayer CuPc/Ag(111) film or by the reversed deposition sequence. For both cases, the
transformation from the homomolecular to the heteromolecularfilm can bemonitored in real time by LEEM.
Wehave exemplarily chosen the formation of theMBWstructure in order to demonstrate qualitative differences
between both deposition sequences.
Figure 2(a) shows snapshots recorded during the deposition of PTCDAon a submonolayerfilm of 0.40ML
CuPc/Ag(111) at room temperature. The homomolecular CuPcfilm (first image of panel a) reveals an
homogeneous contrast with very low intensity, which is due to the 2D lattice gas of CuPc. At the specific electron
energy selected for this experiment, the intensity is small because of destructive interference between electrons
Figure 2.Bright-field LEEM images taken during the deposition of the secondmolecular component ( =U 2start V). Row (a):
deposition of PTCDAon a submonolayer film ofCuPc onAg(111) at room temperature:MBW islands (bright contrast) appear
immediately when the deposition of PTCDA is started. Their size increases linearly with the PTCDA coverage. Row (b): deposition of
CuPc on a submonolayer film of PTCDAonAg(111) at375 K: initially (second image) CuPc forms a 2D lattice gas between the
existing PTCDA islands (bright contrast), which are essentially unchanged.Only after the lattice gas has reached a sufficiently high
density,MBW islands are formed (third image, islands having the same contrast as those in row (a)) and growuntil all PTCDA islands
have disappeared. All images are taken fromLEEMmovies showing the entire deposition process. Thesemovies are available as
supplementary onlinematerial (available at stacks.iop.org/njp/17/023046/mmedia).
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reflected at themolecular layer and at the bare silver surface. This effect is similar to intensitymodulations
observed in reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) during thin film growth. The deposition of
PTCDA immediately results in the formation of areas with a brighter contrast (second image), which can be
identified by LEED as islands of theMBWstructure. The size of theseMBW islands increases with rising PTCDA
coverage (third image) until the deposition is stopped (fourth image) or all CuPcmolecules are incorporated in
theMBWislands. Amovie showing the entire deposition process is available as supplementary onlinematerial.
Thefinding thatMBW islands are formed indicates that the intermolecular interaction between adsorbed
CuPc and PTCDA is, in general, attractive. Due to the highmobility of CuPc at this temperature, the
thermodynamicallymost stable structure is formed immediately. Changing the deposition sequence, that isfirst
PTCDA, thenCuPc, results in no directmixing of CuPc and PTCDA at room temperature (without any further
annealing). Instead, both homomolecular phases coexist in separate areas on the same terrace. In this case, the
formation of amixed structure can be achieved either by annealing the sample at ≈575K, or by performing the
second deposition at an elevated temperature of 375K. For the latter case, exemplary snapshots of our LEEM
study recorded duringCuPc deposition are shown infigure 2(b); the fullmovie is again available as
supplementarymaterial. Thefirst image reveals the LEEMcontrast of a PTCDA submonolayer film. The areas
with bright contrast can be identified asmolecular islands; the ones with dark contrast as bare substrate.When
starting the deposition of CuPc, the LEEM intensity from the bare substrate decreases significantly. This
indicates that CuPc forms a 2D gas phase in the regions between the PTCDA islands and confirms that a phase
separation of the homomolecular phases of CuPc and PTCDAexists at this stage. As theCuPc coverage
increases, the PTCDA islands start to dissolve, and islands of thefirstmixed structure (MBW) appear (third
image). TheMBW islands continue growing until all PTCDA islands have disappeared (fourth image).
For this deposition sequence, a thermal activation barrier has to be overcome before amixed structure is
formed. This is the result of an intermolecular attraction between the PTCDAmolecules in their
homomolecular herringbone structure and a low detachment rate of PTCDA from the islands at room
temperature. Since CuPc cannot penetrate the PTCDA islands, those are stable and surrounded by theCuPc 2D
gas. At elevated sample temperatures, the detachment rate of the PTCDAmolecules increases and their high
mobility allows diffusion into theCuPc 2D gas regions.We also observe that CuPc is nowpenetrating into the
PTCDA islands. Both processes contribute to the formation of the heteromolecular structure sincewe observe
both the formation of newMBW islands in theCuPc 2D gas regions and the conversion of PTCDA islands to the
MBWstructure.
The thermally activatedmixing also indicates that themixed layer is the thermodynamic equilibrium state
and hence energeticallymore favorable than two separated homomolecular CuPc and PTCDAphases. Amore
detailed and quantitative analysis [31] of the LEEMresults, including studies of the growth of the other phases,
are beyond the scope of this paper andwill be published subsequently.
3.2.Modeling intermolecular interactions by pair potential calculations
As discussed in the previous section, the formation of heteromolecular films reveals clear signs of an attractive
interaction betweenCuPc and PTCDA.Wenowwant to understand this finding by discussing the interaction
between individual CuPc and PTCDAmolecules in the framework of a pair potential approach [32, 33]. In this
theoretical approach, the interaction energy between twomolecules A andB is calculated by the sumover two-
body potentials of every atomofmolecule Awith every atomofmolecule B. The two-body potentials consider
van derWaals and electrostatic contributions, for whichwe use a set of parameters that has been proven to
describe the intermolecular interactions of homomolecular combinations of PTCDAandCuPcmolecules very
accurately [32]. The structural parameters, whichwere varied in these calculations, are the lateral distance vector
Δ Δ⃗ =R X Y( , )between the centers of the twomolecules and their relative orientationΘz . In practice, we have
fixed theCuPcmolecule at a certain position and in a certain orientation (in the center of themaps shown in
figures 3 (a)–(e) andwith its long axes horizontally and vertically), and scan the PTCDAmolecule across the
relevant area.Within onemap, the PTCDAmolecule is also kept in a fixed orientation, wherebyΘz is the angle
between its long axis and the ΔX( , 0)-direction. Other rotations around the x- and y-axes (Θx andΘy), as well as
the vertical displacement ΔZ between the twomolecules, were always kept at zero. This corresponds to the
assumption of aflat adsorption geometry for bothmolecules at the same height above the surface (although, the
interactionwith the surface was not considered).We furthermore treated themolecules as rigid objects with an
inner geometry that was optimized beforehand by density functional theory for freemolecules in the gas phase.
More technical details about thismethod can be found elsewhere [32].
Infigure 3 the results of pair potentialmaps forfive different orientationsΘz are shown. Each point of the
map represents the pair potential energy as a function of the distance vector Δ ΔX Y( , ) and the relative
orientationΘz . The color code illustrates the energies of the pair potential calculations, with positive energies
depicted in red and negative energies in green and blue. Allmaps reveal that the interaction betweenCuPc and
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PTCDA is dominated by an attractive intermolecular interaction (large areas with negative potential values in
themapsfigures 3(a)–(e) and negative values in the line profilesfigure 3(f)). This is caused by an electrostatic
attraction between the negatively charged oxygen atoms of the PTCDAmolecule and the positive partial charge
on the hydrogen atoms of CuPc, and by van derWaals forces. There are also regionswith a repulsion between the
molecules, but these cover smaller areas in the potentialmaps. They arise from the electrostatic repulsion
between the positively charged hydrogen atoms on bothmolecules. But overall, the interaction betweenCuPc
and PTCDAcan be described asmostly attractive.
Note that there are sharp and distinct potentialminima for all relative orientations. Radial line profiles
through the prominentminima for different relative orientationsΘz are shown infigure 3(f). The energy gain in
these potentialminima ismuch larger than the thermal activation energy at room temperature. Therefore,
PTCDAmolecules can be trapped in the vicinity of CuPc, which leads to the formation of amixed structure. The
largest energy gain of270 meVwas found forΘ = °0z andΘ = °40z . This value has to be comparedwith
corresponding numbers calculated for CuPc-CuPc and PTCDA-PTCDApair potentials. In [32]we found30
meV for thefirst and620 meV for the latter. From this simplified energetic approach based on the interaction of
pairs ofmolecules and neglecting entropy effects, the formation of themixed film appears questionable since the
value for themixedmolecular system lies between the corresponding values for the homomolecular systems.
But note that in theCuPc-CuPc case, theminima are very strongly localizedwhile the interaction otherwise is
dominantly repulsive [32, 34]. In particular, whenPTCDA is deposited on a diluted gas-phase of CuPc/Ag(111),
that is, when theCuPcmolecules have rather large distances to their neighbors, which is energetically an
unfavorable situation since it is in the repulsive regime of theCuPc-CuPc pair potentialmap, the PTCDA
molecules can rather easily squeeze themselves in between theCuPcmolecules. It is then plausible that the
CuPc-PTCDApairs find their optimum relative position in themixed phase.
Hence, when forming a blendwith PTCDA, theCuPcmolecules can transform the intermolecular repulsion
between each other into an attractive interactionwith PTCDA. This results in an energy gain for the entire
system,which is even enhancedwhen considering substrate-mediated intermolecular exchanges reported
earlier for this heteromolecular adsorbate system [29]. Furthermore, the entropy term,whichwas neglected in
the discussion so far, will obviously always favor the formation ofmixed structures rather than a phase
separation.
In the case of reversed deposition, when PTCDAhas to be dissolved from compact islands, the formation of
the blend is a question of thermal energy (and also theCuPc density). PTCDAmolecules at the edges of the
PTCDAhomomolecular islands, which are stably bonded to their neighbors,must be detached from that island
in order to be able to form largemixed islands, and since the PTCDA-PTCDApair ismore stable than aCuPc-
PTCDApair, this is not possible without thermal activation.
Figure 3. (a)–(e) Pair potentialmaps for different orientationsΘz of the PTCDAmolecule. TheCuPcmolecule is always oriented
horizontally with its long symmetry axis. Δ ΔX Y( ) is the distance vector between themolecules. Red areas indicate regions of
intermolecular repulsion, and green/blue areas indicate attraction. Panel (f) shows radial line profiles throughminima in themaps as
they are indicated by dashed lines in (a)–(e).
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Wefinally would like to note that the optimum relative position betweenCuPc and PTCDA is reflected only
by theminimum in themap forΘ = °40z , although theminimum forΘ = °0z is almost equally deep. The reason
is that the optimized distance betweenCuPc and PTCDA is smaller for theΘ = °40z -minimum, so that in this
orientation a higher packing density and therefore a larger energy gain per surface area can be achieved. Hence,
for a close-packed structure, our pair potential calculations suggest a relative orientation ofΘ = °40z between
CuPc and PTCDA.Aswewill demonstrate later, this value is close to our experimental finding for all
heteromolecular films.
3.3. TheMixedBrickWall structure
Wenow turn to amore detailed discussion of the individual heteromolecular structures. TheMixed BrickWall
structure is found for coveragesΘ < 0.4CuPc MLandΘ > 0.5PTCDA ML, that is, in the PTCDA-rich regime. A
typical LEEDpattern of this commensurate structure with two PTCDAmolecules and oneCuPcmolecule is
shown infigure 4(a). In the lower-left part, the calculated diffraction spot positions of the superstructurematrix
−( )8 23 7
are indicated by blue circles. The corresponding unit cell vectors have a length of ∣ ⃗ ∣ = ±A (26.49 0.10) Å and
∣ ⃗ ∣ = ±B (17.58 0.10) Å with an angle ofθ = ± ◦(105.6 0.4)A B, . Additional diffraction spots, which cannot be
explained by this superstructurematrix, stem from the PTCDAmonolayer structure [19]. Obviously, excessive
PTCDAmolecules formhomomolecular islands, while practically all CuPcmolecules are included in themixed
islands. This indicates thatmixed structures withmore than twoPTCDAmolecules per unit cell are not favored
onAg(111).
The island growth, as well as the formation of a commensurate structure for a large coverage regime, are
properties that theMBWstructure has in commonwith the homomolecular PTCDAmonolayerfilm. This
suggests that the structure formation of themixed film is dominated by the adsorption behavior of the PTCDA
molecule. In particular, the site-specific interaction of the carboxylic oxygen atomswith the underlying silver
should be present in themixed structure [2, 35].
Figure 4. Structural details of theMBWstructure. (a) SPA-LEEDimage recorded at =E 27.2kin eV.Blue circles in the lower-left half of
the diffraction image indicate calculated spotpositions.All spots in this part of the image that are not describedbyblue circles stem from
parasitic islands of the homomolecular PTCDAherringbone structure. (b) and (c)High resolutionSTM images (100 Å ×100 Å and
47Å × 47Å, respectively, =U 0.2Bias V, =I 0.01nA). In (c) the unit cell is indicatedby redarrows andball-and-stickmodels of the
molecules are shown, indicating their position relative to the substrate lattice (black grid). (d) and (e) showhypothetic structureswhich
were foundbyminimizing thepairpotential energy for a free-standingheteromolecularfilmwith the given stochiometry andunit cell size.
Structure (d) is very similar to the existingMBWstructure, but structure (e)was not found in the experiment.
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Combining the diffraction results with a local probe technique allows a complete characterization of the unit
cell. In the STM image shown infigure 4(b) themolecular species in the unit cell can be distinguished easily.
While CuPc shows its typical cross-like shape, the PTCDAmolecules feature an elongated form. A qualitative
analysis reveals that the PTCDAmolecules in theMBWstructure are not arranged in a herringbone pattern like
in the PTCDAmonolayer [21], but are aligned parallel to each other and form alternating rowswith theCuPc
molecules. Since the orientation of themixed structure unit cell with respect to the silver substrate grid is known
from the diffractionmeasurement, the orientation of themolecules in the unit cell can be analyzed
quantitatively.Wefind that one pair of CuPcwings is almost alignedwith the[1¯10]-direction of the substrate
(θ = ± ◦(4 5)CuPc,[1¯10] ), whereas both PTCDAmolecules are rotated by almost 30° with respect to this direction
(θ = ± ◦(27 5)PTCDA,[1¯10] ). Infigure 4(c), the substrate grid is superimposed on the structuralmodel of the
MBWphase (in an arbitrary position since the adsorption sites are not known), which indicates that the
molecules are located on identical adsorption sites, and therefore are equivalent in their adsorption geometry.
However, they are not aligned along a prominent substrate direction, which inhibits the formation of Ag–O
bonds for some of the carboxylic oxygen atoms since not all of them can be located directly on top of silver
atoms.
Although the PTCDAmolecule is supposed to be the prominent species in theMBWstructure formation, its
alignment with the substrate aswell as with its neighboring PTCDAmolecules differs from the homomolecular
monolayer structure. However, the formation of a brickwall arrangement of PTCDAmolecules in the blend
cannot be explained only by direct intermolecular interactions withCuPc alone, as wewill show in the following:
we have performed pair potential calculations also for this system and optimized the lateral position vectors
Δ Δ⃗ =r X Y( , )i i i and the rotation anglesΘz i, of all threemolecules in the unit cell. For these calculations, we
placedCuPcmolecules at the corners of theMBWunit cell, and two PTCDAmolecules at variable positions in
the cell. Using a structural optimization algorithm, the positions and orientations of the PTCDAmolecules, as
well as the orientation of theCuPcmolecules, were then allowed to relax towards a potentialminimum,whereby
we always ensured that enough neighboringmolecules are taken into account.We repeated this relaxationwith
many different start values for positions and orientations in order not tomiss any relevantminimum in the
potential landscape2.
These calculations yielded two geometries which correspond to two distinct potentialminima. Ball-and-
stickmodels of these two geometries are shown infigures 4(d) and (e). Note that thefirstmodel, which
corresponds to the less deepminimumof the two, is very similar to theMBWstructure found in the experiment
(comparefigures 4(c) and (d)).While the orientations of allmoleculesfit exactly, the lateral position of the
PTCDAmolecules differ slightly (by 0.7 Å). Such a small difference is not surprisingwhen considering the
fundamental simplifications in ourmodel and can easily be caused by the neglect ofmolecule–substrate
interactions. However, from these calculations it is obvious that this structure is stabilized by the electrostatic
attraction between positively charged hydrogens on PTCDA andCuPc, and negatively charged oxygens on
PTCDA. The distance between these atompairs is ≈2.2 Å, close to the expected distances for hydrogen bonds
[36]. But it also has to bementioned that the relative position of both PTCDAmolecules implies a relatively
strong repulsion between them, since the hydrogen-groups are facing each other (see figure 4a of [32]). This
reduces the energy that can be gained by forming this structure.
The secondminimum found by this kind of calculations is almost four times deeper and corresponds to a
mixed structure with the PTCDAmolecules in a herringbone arrangement; seefigure 4(e). However, such a
structure was not found in the experiment. This suggests that the brickwall orientation of the PTCDAmolecules
in theMBWstructure is caused by the interactionwith the substrate, which is not included in our calculations. It
has been shown in [29] that the electronic interaction betweenmolecules and the Ag(111) surface in theMBW
structure is very important. It even causes a complete depletion of charge from the former lowest occupied
molecular orbital (F-LUMO) of CuPc, while the PTCDAF-LUMObecomes (almost) completely filled.
However, this kind of interaction and the consequences for the structure formation depend strongly on the
specific choice of substrate and adsorbate. This becomes clear when the adsorption of the samemolecules on a
copper (111) surface is considered: for that system a phasewas reported [27], which is very similar to the
hypotheticmixed herringbone structure suggested by our calculations (figure 4(e)), with very little differences in
themolecular arrangements. In contrast to the Ag(111) surface, the herringbone—not the brickwall—
arrangementwas found experimentally for Cu(111), which is the one being energeticallymore stable when
surface interactions are neglected. This finding emphasizes the crucial role of the substrate for the structural
properties in the heteromolecular films. In our case the interactions with the surface are obviouslymore
important onAg(111) than onCu(111).
2
The reason for performing these kinds of calculations rather than complete grid calculations for all free parameters as in section 3.2 is
simply the available computing time, since we have five free parameters in this case compared to only three for the case described before.
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3.4. TheMixedOne-to-One Phase
Upon increasing theCuPc coverage up to0.75ML,while keeping that of PTCDAbelow0.5ML, theMixed
One-to-One (M121) phase is formed. In this coverage regime, twomainmixed structures with almost square
unit cells are observed. Their diffraction patterns are displayed in figures 5(a) and (b). From the corresponding
superstructurematrices it is evident that within the experimental error, one of these structures can be classified
as truly commensurate, whereas the other structure is only uniaxially commensurate. Its lattice vector b has
almost integer coordinates, but a is only point-on-line, and therefore we entitle this structure ‘p.o.l. M121’ in the
following. Annealing at =T 575sample K for40min transforms the p.o.l. M121 structure into the commensurate
M121 structure, whereby at least one intermediate structure has been observed. This goes alongwith an
expansion of the lattice, since the unit cell area of the p.o.l. structure is slightly smaller than the one of the
commensurate structure ( = ±F (322 3)p o l. . . Å < ±(333 3)2 Å = F2 com). The behavior is hence very similar to
that of the bare CuPc/Ag(111). The latter system exhibits a continuous expansion of the unit cell upon reducing
the coverage from1.0ML to 0.9ML (e.g., by annealing), which is a clear indication for the repulsive
intermolecular interaction of CuPcmolecules [10].
More local information on themolecular assembly of the commensurateM121 structure is provided by LT-
STM. Interestingly, thismixed structure is often found in islands on terraces that otherwise are coveredwith
disorderedCuPcmolecules.We also observed that the entire edges of themixed islands are decorated byCuPc
molecules, as can be seen infigure 5(c). This is obviously the result of the attractive interaction betweenCuPc
and PTCDA:whenever an island of themixed phase is terminated by PTCDA, aCuPcmolecule will be attracted
from the surrounding 2D gas and attach to the island.
Themolecular arrangement within these islands is very similar to theMBWstructure, butwith only one
PTCDAmolecule in the unit cell. Infigure 5(c), the dottedwhite lines indicate the relative orientation of the
molecules. It turns out that the CuPcmolecules are, with respect to the substrate, identically oriented as in the
MBWstructure, and that the angle between the long axis of PTCDA and one pair of wings of the CuPcmolecule
is 30°, very similar to theMBW-film. It should be noted that theCuPcmolecules decorating the island edge in
figure 5(c), as well as themolecules in the disordered frozen 2D gas phase, exhibit a brighter electronic contrast
than theCuPcmolecules within the island (at the tunneling conditions chosen for this image). This is consistent
with amodified electronic structure of themolecules in the heteromolecular CuPc/PTCDA films onAg(111),
whichwas reported recently [29].
Figure 5.Different structures in the regime of theMixedOne-to-One phase: the point-on-line structure (a) can be transformed to a
commensurate structure (b) by annealing. (c) LT-STMdata ( =U 0.15Bias V, =I 0.01nA) for the commensurateM121 structure
(upper part). The inset is zoomed by a factor of 2, and dashedwhite lines indicate themolecular orientation. Note that the island is
decorated withCuPcmolecules at its edges and surrounded by a (frozen) CuPc lattice gas. (d) and (e) Ball-and-stickmodels of both
structures, obtained frompair potential grid calculations for the given stoichiometry and unit cell sizes. The unit cell is indicated by
red arrows. In the calculations, the PTCDAposition can only be varied in a very small region due to steric conditions. A close-up of
this region located close to the center of the unit cell is shown in the insets.
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Also for this phase the structural parameters can be understood in the framework of the pair potential
approach [32].We have optimized themolecular arrangement, including the interactionwith eight direct
neighbors. The unit cell parameters known fromLEED are again considered in the calculation. TheCuPc
molecules are fixed at the corners of the unit cell and the distance vector Δ Δ⃗ =r X Y( , )i i of PTCDA aswell as
both rotational anglesΘz i, are variedwhen calculating pair potentialmaps. The geometries corresponding to
minimumenergy are displayed infigures 5(d) and (e) togetherwith the potential energymaps.
Due to steric conditions, the region for possible PTCDApositions is very small. It is located in themiddle of
the unit cell and highlighted in the inset. Since both lattices are quite similar, the resulting geometries are also
almost identical. The PTCDA rotationwith respect to the substrate is 30° for the commensurate structure and
40° in the p.o.l. lattice. This agrees verywell with the structuralmodel derived fromSTMdata for the
commensurateM121 structure. These values are also close to the results of our pair-potential calculation
obtained for individual pairs of CuPc and PTCDAmolecules, whichwere discussed earlier in this article.
Comparing the pair potential energy of both structures reveals a slightly deeper energyminimum for the
mixed p.o.l. structure. This suggests that this structure represents the stable ground state, which is not in
agreementwith the experimental finding since the p.o.l. M121 structure can be transformed into the
commensurate structure by annealing. It is plausible that the reason for this discrepancy is again the interaction
with the substrate, which is certainly stronger for the commensurate structure, but not considered in our pair
potential approach.
3.5. TheMixedZig-Zag phase
TheMixed Zig-Zag (MZZ) phase was found for coveragesΘ > 0.75CuPc MLandΘ < 0.3PTCDA ML, that is, in the
CuPc-rich regime. In this regime, a variety of incommensurate structures with roughly the same unit cell size of
=F 520Å2 can be obtained. This value and the deposited amount of bothmolecules suggest amixing ratio of
twoCuPc and one PTCDAper unit cell. A detailed analysis of the LEEDdata indicates that the unit cell size
decreases slightly with increasing CuPc coverage. Infigure 6(a) the LEEDpattern of the lattice with the smallest
unit cell size of allMZZ structures is shown togetherwith calculated diffraction spots in parts of the image. All
additional spots that are not explained by the simulation are caused bymultiple scattering of the electrons by the
silver crystal and the organic film. Electrons diffracted twice, once by the bulk and once by the organic layer,
reproduce the diffraction pattern of the organicfilm—which is usually located only at the (00) reflection—also
around all (hk) reflections of theAg crystal. This phenomena is observed for all incommensurate lattices in this
phase.Note that themultiple electron scattering effect results in additional diffractionmaxima only for
Figure 6. Structures in the regime of theMZZphase: (a)–(c) SPA-LEED images of structures with the smallest (a) and largest (b) unit
cell. The commensurate structure (c) can only be observedwhen PTCDA is deposited on a submonolayer film of CuPcwithout
sample annealing. (d)Unit cells of allMZZ structures drawn on theAg(111) surface lattice. (e) Structuralmodel of the commensurate
MZZ structure as revealed frompair potential calculation.
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incommensurate structures. For commensurate superstructures, whichwere discussed earlier, the diffraction
peak positions ofmultiple and single scattered electrons coincide.
The diffraction pattern of the smallestMZZ-structure (see figure 6(a)) can bemodified by annealing at575
K for 20 min. Repeating this annealing procedure several times andmonitoring the diffraction pattern after each
annealing step reveals a continuous expansion of themixed structure unit cell. The LEED image of theMZZ-
structure with the largest unit cells of themixed structures is shown infigure 6(b). The evolution of the adsorbate
lattice is illustrated by plotting the unit cell vectors on theAg(111) grid infigure 6(d). The heads of the unit cell
vectorsmove on straight lines towards grid points of the silver lattice. This behavior indicates a line-on-line
(l.o.l.) coincidence between the structures of theMZZphase and the silver substrate [37], and reveals a
transformation of these l.o.l. structures into a commensurate structure. Although the predicted commensurate
structure could never be prepared by annealing the l.o.l. structures, not even after very long sample annealing, it
can be produced by depositing the correct amount of PTCDAon aCuPc-covered surface. The corresponding
LEEDpattern is shown infigure 6(c).
Figure 6(e) shows our suggestion for amodel of the commensurateMZZ structure. The positions of the
molecules, as well as their rotation angles, are obtained frompair potential calculations as described previously
for theMBWstructure. In the optimized structure, bothCuPcmolecules are slightly tilted (Θ = °5.5z,corner ,
Θ = °3.5z,center ) with respect to the[1¯10]-direction of the substrate. This causes the formation of CuPc zig-zag
chains, which are separated by PTCDAmolecules. The orientation angle of the PTCDAmolecule is
Θ = °34.5z,PTCDA . Consequently, the angle betweenCuPc and PTCDA is ≈ °30 and hence very similar to the
value found for all other heteromolecular phases onAg(111). This agreement provides evidence for the
reliability of the presentedmodel, even though no STMdata are available.
Repeating the pair potential calculation for all l.o.l.MZZ structures reveals that the depth of the relevant
energyminimum increases with increasing unit cell size. For the densestmolecular packing, even a positive pair
potential energy was found, suggesting that this structure is not stable.However, since this structurewas
observed experimentally, itmust be stabilized by themolecule–substrate or by a substrate-mediated
intermolecular interaction, which are not considered in our theoretical approach.
The calculations explain the structural relaxation upon annealing, at least qualitatively. Annealing causes
desorption of CuPcmolecules from the surface, which increases the available space on the silver surface for the
remainingmolecules. This allows the structural lattice to expand in order tominimize the pair potential energy,
a behavior that is very similar to the structure transformation described for the orderedCuPcmonolayer
structures. For the homomolecular phases, thisfindingwas explained by an intermolecular repulsionmediated
by the substrate [10], which allows the system tomaximize the surface area permolecule. Since the same trend is
observed for theCuPc-rich phase, it underlines the dominate role of CuPc for the structure formation in the
MZZphase.
4. Conclusions
The local arrangement of CuPc and PTCDA in heteromolecularmonolayer structures onAg(111) is the result of
an optimization of the interface energy involving intermolecular interactions between both types ofmolecules as
well as the bonding of the individualmolecules to the substrate. This leads to similar orientations of both
molecules in all heteromolecular phases: while the CuPcmolecules are always almost precisely orientedwith
their long symmetry axis (i.e., the two opposingwings) along rows of silver atoms ([1¯10]-direction), the long axis
of the PTCDAmolecules is rotated by °30 – °40 with respect to this direction. This can be understood in the
framework of pair potential calculations, which revealed energetically favorablemolecular arrangements for
CuPc and PTCDAmolecules that are very similar to the experimental findings. Since these calculations take no
molecule-surface interaction into account, they allow us to judge the intermolecular interactions alone.
Therefore, discrepancies between the (theoretically) optimized structural parameters and the experimental data,
which have been found in several cases, can be attributed to themolecule–substrate interaction (and possibly to
other insufficiencies of themodel).
In case of theMBWand the commensurateM121 structure, the in-plane orientations of CuPc and PTCDA
found experimentally are almost identical to those suggested by the pair potential optimization. This stresses the
crucial role of electrostatic, and van derWaals-based intermolecular interactions on the lateral arrangements of
molecules in these ordered structures. However, for theMBWstructure, the experimental arrangement does not
coincidewith the deepest pair potentialminimum,which corresponds to a herringbone arrangement of the
PTCDAmolecules between the rows of CuPc. Since this structure was not found experimentally, wemust
assume that theMBWstructure is stabilized by othermeans, that is, by interactions between themolecules and
the substrate. This system therefore demonstrates that the structure formation of the heteromolecular films is
finally determined by the interplay of intermolecular and substrate interactions.
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However, themolecule–substrate interaction can also determine the registry between the adsorbate lattice
and themetal surface. For instance, local interactions or bonds between functional groups of amolecule and
surface atoms usually result in energetically favored adsorption sites and hence in a commensurate registry
between the adsorbates and the substrate grid. For the heteromolecular CuPc-PTCDA structures investigated
here, we observed a clear correlation between theCuPc/PTCDA stoichiometry and the type of epitaxy the
structures exhibit.While the PTCDA-richMBWstructure is commensurate with respect to the silver surface,
there is a clear trend towards p.o.l. or l.o.l. structures for themoreCuPc-rich phases; that is, the tendency to a
more site-specific adsorption geometry decreases with increasing CuPc coverage. This finding is not unexpected
since the homomolecular phases clearly reflect the same adsorption characters: PTCDAmolecules form islands
of a commensuratemonolayer structure for all submonolayer coverages onAg(111), withwell-defined
adsorption sites and the formation of local bonds between the carboxylic oxygen and silver substrate atoms
[21, 35]. These local bonds prevent a structural transformation into amore densely packedmonolayer structure.
In contrast, CuPcmolecules do not reveal a strong site-specific adsorption onAg(111). Although isolatedCuPc
molecules favor a particular adsorption site at low temperatures (butwithout any indications for local bonding),
they can be easily displaced from it in order to form amore densely packed ordered film. This results in a
sequence of p.o.l. structures with continuously decreasing unit cell size for coverages close to thefirst closed
layer [10].
The same trend is observed in the heteromolecular phases. The PTCDA-richMBWstructure is dominated
by the adsorption properties of PTCDA,which results in equal adsorption sites for all PTCDAmolecules and
consequently also in a commensurate coincidence between theMBWand the silver lattice. Furthermore, the
appearance of theMBWstructure in a large global coverage range for bothmolecules indicates a significant
energy gain due to the site-specific adsorption in compactmolecular islands. In contrast, the variety of l.o.l.
structures observed for theMZZphase indicates that the adsorption site is not crucial here and canmore easily
bemodifiedwhen the entire heteromolecular film is compressed by the adsorption of additionalmolecules. This
situation is similar to the adsorption of CuPc onAg(111), which is the dominantmolecular species in theMZZ
phase.
In conclusion, wefind that both the lateral order of the heteromolecularfilms and the registry to the
underlying substrate can be tailored by changing the relative coverage of CuPc and PTCDAonAg(111). In our
case it is always themajority species that dominates the structure formation and site specificity. This leads to only
one prevalent PTCDA-rich structure withwell-defined adsorption sites, andmany very similar CuPc-rich
structures, with slightly different unit cell sizes. It is evident that this also influences the electronic properties like,
for example, the energy level alignment at this heteromolecular-metal hybrid interface. It in turn opens away to
tune electronic properties of interfaces bymeans of relative coverage of themolecular species.
5. Summary
Wehave studied the growth properties and the lateral order of heteromolecularmonolayer films containing
CuPc and PTCDAon theAg(111) surface.We show that heteromolecular films are suited for tailoring the lateral
order atmetal–organic hybrid interfaces since, depending on the relative coverage of CuPc and PTCDA, three
long-range ordered structures with different CuPc/PTCDA stoichiometry have been found: theMixed Brick
Wall structure in the PTCDA-rich regime, the CuPc-richMixed Zig-Zag structure and theMixedOne-to-One
structure in the intermediate regime. The growth of these structures was studied in real time by LEEM.These
experiments revealed that the deposition sequence plays only aminor role for the structure, which is formed in
the regime of theMBWphase: whenPTCDA is deposited at RT on aAg(111) surface pre-coveredwith a diluted
2D-gas phase of CuPc, theMBWstructure forms spontaneously. In case of the reversed deposition sequence,
that is, CuPc on a submonolayer film of PTCDA/Ag(111), thermal activation is needed either by gentle
annealing or by deposition at elevated temperatures.Wefind that the nucleation of theMBWstructure occurs in
both regions of the sample surface, thosewhich are coveredwith theCuPc 2D-gas, andwithin the PTCDA
islands close to their edges. The resulting structure of the blend is identical in both cases.
A combined SPA-LEED and LT-STM study revealed a very similar local arrangement of CuPc and PTCDA 
in all three phases. While CuPc is orientated along rows of silver atoms, PTCDA is rotated by 30°–40° with 
respect to this direction. A comparison of our experimental data and a structural optimization based on pair 
potential calculations revealed the role of intermolecular and molecule–substrate interactions. We find that 
the fundamental properties, which determine the structure formation and decide, for example, whether the 
mixed film is commensurate, p.o.l. or l.o.l. with the substrate, are dominated by the majority species in the 
organic film. Hence, there is only one PTCDA-rich structure with a well-defined, commensurate unit cell, but 
a series of very similar CuPc-rich structures, which were found at slightly different coverages. This example 
demonstrates that the formation of heteromolecular blends is controlled
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by the interplay of intermolecular and molecule–substrate interactions, and even fundamental structural
properties depend on rather small variances in their relative strengths.
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